
Answer below

NON SEQUITUR by Wiley

BLONDIE by Dean Young and John Marshall

HI & LOIS by Chance Browne

HAGAR THE HORRIBLE by Chris Browne

SNUFFY SMITH by Fred Lasswell
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ACROSS
1 Exchanges
6 NBA part

10 Island in the Firth of
Clyde

14 Italian island
15 Campus soldiers’

grp.
16 Organic compound
17 Laxative from aloe
18 Brawn
19 Time-wasting

bothers
20 Start of a quote by

Thich Nhat Hanh
23 Half a Kenyan

rebel?
24 Nourished
25 Self: pref.
28 Aster or planet

ending
31 Meteorite remains
34 Alphabet trio
35 Part 2 of quote
37 Bug
39 __ dixit
40 Embassy leader:

abbr.
42 Hellenic H’s
43 Playground time
46 Part 3 of quote
49 Altar vow
50 Aphid eater
52 Waxy: pref.
53 Coll. period
54 Hagen of the stage
55 Pentagon grp.
57 End of quote
64 Disney sci-fi flick
66 Inside: pref.

67 Habituate
68 “Livin’ la __ Loca”
69 Kind of sign

70 Base for a letter
71 “Nana” star Anna
72 “Auld Lang __”
73 Lovers’ meeting

DOWN
1 Wound covering
2 Corduroy feature
3 Brief end of time
4 King of Troy
5 Wind in and out
6 Johnson of “Laugh-

In”
7 London

neighborhood
8 Graf of tennis
9 Patriarch of a

family of U.S.
artists

10 Bridges or Brummell
11 Not sensational
12 In addition
13 Ernie of golf
21 Chop __
22 Theatres in old

Rome
26 Lacking security
27 Flipper

28 Husband of Isis
29 Hinder
30 Cause

inconvenience
32 Hawaiian acacia
33 Midsection,

informally
36 R.E. of the CSA
38 Fam.member
41 Persian title
44 Utter indistinctly
45 Glossy cotton

fabrics
47 African antelope
48 Conceited one
51 Coleman of “9 to 5”
56 Restaurant patron
58 Judah’s son
59 School founded in

1440
60 Top-flight
61 Unchecked anger
62 “Battle Cry” writer
63 Took off
64 Media-room items
65 Gradually slower in

music
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Bridge
by Frank Stewart

Do’s and don’ts

Surgery is the answer for major tears
Dear Dr. Roach: Several

months ago, I noticed a slight
pain in my right shoulder, and
a month later, pain in my left
shoulder.

The pain got steadily worse
in both shoulders. My doctor
took X-rays, gave me cortisone
injections and prescribed
exercises.

However, the pain wors-
ened, requiring a visit to the
ER, with pain pills and a sling.
My doctor then ordered MRI
scans of both shoulders.

I have a torn rotator cuff in
both shoulders, and the doctor
said I need surgery on both.
From what I understand, that
kind of surgery is done only
as a last resort, due to the long
and hard recovery period. I
can use my right arm with
some pain, but my left arm is
almost useless.

The pain starts in the shoul-
der and ends in my wrist. It is
awful. I cannot lie down at
night, drive, dress myself or
lift anything.

Is surgery the only answer
for this kind of injury? What
will happen if I do not get the
surgery? — B.G.

I looked at the MRI reports
you sent me and found that,
unfortunately, in both shoul-
ders, you have a full thick-
ness, acute tear of the supra-
spinatus tendon (one of the
four rotator cuff muscles). On
the left, you have a 75 percent
tear of the infraspinatus ten-
don (another one of the rota-
tor cuff muscles).

A full thickness tear is con-
sidered by most orthopedic
surgeons to be a clear indica-
tion for surgery, since with-
out surgery, the muscle can
atrophy, making surgery at a
later time more difficult, with
poorer results.

Without surgery at all, it
is very likely that you will

not recover use of the shoul-
der and may develop severe
arthritis in the joint as well.

Most rotator cuff tears I
see as an internist are partial
thickness tears. The majority
of these can be successfully
treated with physical therapy.

However, given the degree
of disability you have in your
left shoulder, your doctor was
absolutely right to obtain the
MRI scan and to give you a
clear recommendation for
urgent surgical referral.

DR. ROACH WRITES:
A recent column on home
treatment for eczema gener-
ated many reader comments.
These included one reader
who noted that her symp-
toms went away entirely with
institution of a gluten-free
diet.

Although dermatitis her-
petiformis is the classic skin
condition associated with
celiac disease, eczema can be
as well. However, I don’t rec-

ommend starting a gluten-free
diet without a diagnosis of
celiac disease.

The blood tests are unre-
liable shortly after a gluten-
free diet is instituted, and it
is important to be sure of the
diagnosis before committing
to a lifelong restrictive diet.

Other recommendations I
received from readers includ-
ed the use of ultraviolet light.
When given medicinally
(usually in a dermatologist’s
office), this is considered a
valid treatment for eczema. I
am concerned about readers
using the sun, given the risk
of melanoma and other skin
cancers.

One reader found that ecze-
ma on the feet was related to
contact from a carpet. Another
reader noted that using a thick
cream and then wrapping the
affected area in plastic wrap
overnight improved its effec-
tiveness, which is something
that has been proven and that
I am glad to pass on.

DENNIS THE MENACE by Hank Ketcham

THE FAMILY CIRCUS by Bil Keane

BEETLE BAILEY by Mort Walker
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Sudoku is a number-placing puzzle based
on a 9x9 grid with several given num-
bers. The object is to place the numbers
1 to 9 in the empty squares so that each
row, each column and each 3x3 box con-
tains the same number only once. The
difficulty level of the Conceptis Sudoku
increases from Monday to Sunday.
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